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Critical Point Backslope

Trail Ceiling
8’ for Hiking
10’ for Bike and
Horse

Back Slope
Critical Point Toe

Trail Definitions






Usable walking surface is called Trail
Tread. We want the visitor to travel
along the centerline.
Trail tread plus 1’ Clearing limit each
side of trail tread is called Trail Corridor
Trail Ceiling is the height to which the
vegetation is cleared for the user.



Critical point rounded backslope is the
location above the trail where the
backslope meets the sideslope.



Critical Point Toe is the outside edge of
the trail where it meets the sideslope.
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1’

Trail Tread
1’

Trail Centerline

Trail Corridor

Clearing Specifications


Pull all Sword Fern within trail Corridor



Pull all Bracken Fern and Scotch Broom within 5 feet of trail centerline.



Prune to a height of 10’ for horse/mountain
bike and 8’ for hiker

Caller

Trim branches on outside of
Branch caller

Trail Ceiling
8’ for Hiking
10’ for Bike and
Horse
Pull Sword
Fern in trail corridor
Clearing Specifications





Pull all woody debris within trail
corridor for example: Alder, Salmonberry, Rose, huckleberry.
Prune branches back to the outside of
the branch caller
Prune all vegetation taller then 1.5’
within trail corridor



Remove all downed material larger
then 1/4” diameter from Trail Tread



Vine maples and branches will perk
up over the winter.



Do not cut branches if they are buried
in the snow, they will pop up.
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Trail Tread

1’

Trail Centerline

Trail Corridor

Leave low plants
under 1.5’
1’

Clearing Specifications


Remove loose rocks larger then 2” in diameter



Leave imbedded rocks in the trailtread



Leave roots in the trailtread unless you can
see daylight under them.



If you can see daylight under root, remove root
by cutting both ends under the soil and burying the holes.

Remove

Trail Tread
Clearing Specifications


Remove all stubs from trailtread. Remove below ground and fill in hole.



Clean out existing rolling dips. Do Not
Create More.



All holes need to be filled with softball
size rock and capped with clean dirt (no
organics)



Most trails are intermediate and these
obstacles provide challenges.

Leave low plants
under 1.5’
1’
1’

Trail

Trail Corridor
Leave
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Trail Tread Work – Minor


Side cast dirt by spreading it over a large
area, no more then 3” deep.



Any soil within 50’ of a creek need to he
end hauled away from creek and deposited off the trail. Follow rule above.

Critical Point
Rounded Backslope

Sloughing

Berm

Critical
Rounded

Trail Tread Work – Minor




Sloughing needs to be removed by use of
McCloud or Shovel and Scattered 5’+
away from trail.
Remove Berm from outside of trail. This
allows the water to sheet off the trail.



Maintain 5% outslope.



Common Mistakes include; Digging too
deep on the sloughing, removing too
much berm and digging too far into the
backslope.
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Maintain trail width.

Trail Tread

1’

Trail

Trail Corridor

1’

Point

Trail Tread Work – Medium

Critical Point
Backslope

Remove Overhang
and lay back slope



Holes need to be filled with rock and topped with
1” of clean soil, no organics.



Rocks need to be softball size.



Soil to have no organic material in it.



Compact with McCloud.



Make sure backslope is laid back and not at a 90°
angle. Backslope should be 45° or laid back with
slope.



Common Mistakes include; using to much dirt
and creating a mud pit, not excavating out any
organics, not compacting hard enough and not
removing the 90° overhang.

Critical Point
Toe

Trail Tread

1’

Fill holes with rock
Trail Corridor
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1’

Clearing Specifications

Log removal—Steep Ground

Cut Line



Toss Material at least 10’ from trail



Cut log at an angle away from trailtread



Do not pile material but disperse it



Watch out for rolling logs , hung up branches, barber chair logs, things under
tension and be careful of footing.



Cut logs into large but movable chunks



When removing logs be careful not to damage trail tread



Cut logs back 36” from trail centerline if they are 3’ above trail tread.



When cutting down logs do not leave logs segments hanging in the air either
above or below the trail. Cut the log back to the point where it is resting on the
ground.
If you do not feel safe do not cut it.



Critical Point Backslope

Cut Line

Trail Tread
5% Outslope →
1’

Trail Centerline

Trail Corridor
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1’

Clearing Specifications

Log removal—Flat Ground



Toss Material at least 15’ from trail



Try not to pile material but disperse it



Watch out for rolling logs , hung up branches,
barber chair logs, things under tension and be
carful of footing.



Cut logs into larger chunks



When removing logs be careful not to damage
trail tread



The higher the log the further back it should
be cut from Trail Tread

Cut Line
Cut Line

1’

Trail Centerline
Trail Tread
Trail Corridor
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1’

Trail Clearing

Trail Tread

-Phase one

Use caution when cutting through large
amounts of material. Be aware of where
your saw tip is and watch out for hidden
rocks. Watch out for other people and be
aware of visitors. Always cut with a partner.
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Remove branches completely.



Remove trees and branches under 6” completely, if necessary
cut into smaller pieces.



Do not build up a berm on the
side of the trail.



Side cast 10’ away from trail

Trail Tread

Trail Clearing
-Phase two
Trail Tread

Wear your PPE. Hardhat, Boots, chaps. Eye
and hearing protection. Watch out for other people and be aware of visitors. Always
cut with a partner.
Trail Tread
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Alternate angles of cuts in logs so
it does not look like a tunnel and
has a more natural look.



Cut sections as large as possible
instead of a lot of smaller pieces.



Remove pieces as far from the
trail as possible; 5’ or farther.

Trail Clearing
-Phase three

Trail Tread

Clearing Specifications
Watch out for rolling logs, barber chairs and
hidden objects hung up in the trees. Watch
out for other people and be aware of visitors. Always cut with a partner.
Trail Tread
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When clearing larger logs offset
cuts and alternate angles.



Cut in Large chunks



Toss Material 5’ or more from
trail tread.

Examples:
Cut back high hanging items,
3’ from trail centerline.

Berm removed

Notice alternating cut marks

Trail Tread

Trail Corridor

Trail Centerline
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Examples:

Disperse built up material

Clear trail tread of loose
material

Scatter Material
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Cut high logs back farther

Examples:

Leave Roots

Remove Sloughing
Dig out behind root balls or
remove them.
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Trail Path

Remove Staubs

